Campaigning on Sovereign Aboriginal Lands...

A set of principles, guidelines when campaigning on country, sovereign lands never ceded:

From the beginning.

You live, work, depend on and are trying to save Aboriginal Land, always was always will be. Do you know its name, nation, history? Are you on a massacre site?

Where be the Aboriginal People, Land Owners always was always will be? Find them. Introduce yourself. Yarn.

Aboriginal People hold the history, the stories, the experience, the knowledge and spirit of these lands. Aboriginal identities, cultures, societies, economies, kinship relationships are intrinsic to these lands. Connections that can never be erased. Vital connections that must be recognised, honoured and maintained.

Sovereignty. Climate change. Climate change. Sovereignty. Inseparable.

Environment related campaigns always enjoy increased power (legally and politically) when in partnership with Aboriginal People. This affects the level of broader community acceptance/support for the campaign given by both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people, communities, societies.

How.

Establish relationships, collective and personal, with Aboriginal People that are guided by principles of respect, sincerity and a genuine desire to learn and exchange trust. Listen. Share. Confront despair.
Confront. history, legacies, your legacy. We must look back before we look forward.

Yes you have a specific issue that you'd like to raise? Business-Take time. Trust takes time.

Open mind. Flexible too. Try different styles, creative organising. 1. 2. 3... 9. 6. 0. 2. 5. 9. 7. 4. 8. 3. 1.

Ask why it is how it is?

Fresh air. Open air meetings. Sit in a circle.

Partnerships formed with a universal blueprint of respect and an understanding of self determination and sovereignty. We need to support it now, be it now. Time is running out...


Humility. Universal inclusivity.

Such partnerships are political armour. Survival.

Such relationships are mandatory on Sovereign Aboriginal lands. Reciprocal relationships.

These relationships can build trust, sustain movements and facilitate the transition to a better society.

They are very intimidating (politically, legally, culturally) to the capitalist colonial system.

221 years of legal and political fallacies. Terra Nullius. Brutality. Continues...

Climate change cannot endure 221 years of wilful blindness.

Government's are paralysed and paralyse through control. We need to mobilise.
Out of Sight, Out of Mind, Out of Time.

Climate Change and the Nuclear Fuel Cycle: why 'no uranium, no nuclear power' should be a central demand of the Australia Climate Action Movement.

A pro-prose-al.


Consider global context:

What are Australia's trading relationships? Which economies depend on Australian mineral resources?

What is the political nature of those relationships beyond demand and supply?

What is the political strategy of the government in forming those relationships?

What is our political strategy and how will we win?

Only People Power – Infinitely Renewable Energies Only.

"The solution to Climate Change is Green Clean Nuclear Power" say the corporate marketing companies and governments. Nuclear power is being proposed as the global solution to climate change. Nuclear reactors are being commissioned at alarming rates worldwide.

Nuclear power is an inevitable disaster not a solution. It is dangerous, expensive, carbon intensive, toxic waste that will live beyond our civilisation... 500 000 years. more. never safe to store.

and uranium is another finite resource. Logic of infinity.

Whilst the threat of a domestic nuclear power industry isn't immediate, Australia plays a very significant role in the Global Nuclear Fuel Cycle. Australia has 38% of the world's known uranium deposits. Rudd and Ferguson want to see Australia as:

"the world's largest miner and exporter of uranium".

ALP abandoned its 'no new uranium mines' policy in April 2007. Uranium mining sector expanding expanding expanding...

We will stop it. Preventing mines is easier than closing existing mines that support local economies, families... Prevention and transition our mission.


A National centralised remote waste dump is proposed for the NT. Risk of becoming world's first high-level long term radioactive waste depository. Danger. Alert. We will stop it. We have no other choice.

Nuclear power. Nuclear waste. Nuclear weapons... a militaristic agenda at play. Be terrified.

Australia. We. Global responsibility to STOP uranium mining and export. Global influence.

Nuclear must be defeated if Renewables are to succeed it. Globally.

Furthermore, the nuclear cycle depends on fossil fuels. Expansion of uranium mining = expansion of coal mining. Coal makes nuclear possible. Nuclear demands coal. We will remove that demand.

Australia has a legacy of fierce and successful nuclear-free movements. Communities, students, unions, organisations, even Labor party. Foundation strong. Reconnect. Let's Resurrect!

Sun. Wind. Waves. You. Me. We. Infinity... ...strong and unstoppable